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RANDALL ACCESS TAKES INNOVATION ON THE ROAD

Elmhurst, IL (July 9, 2014) Randall Access takes innovation to the market. Randall Access Products, a
division of Randall Manufacturing, announces that it is taking its line of walkramps, steps, and the soon to be
released side-door platform on a road tour. In keeping with the company’s mission of customer-led product
development, foodservice delivery drivers, OEMs, installers, and dealers will experience the moxie of Randall
Access Products “on location”.
Fueled by its mission, the Randall Access Road Tour invites customers to “test drive” its Access products, give
feedback, and hear more of the engineering story behind its new Access product line. Though the products
are not on a refrigerated trailer, the Randall Access Road Tour simulates the experience drivers will have using
these products; all measurements mimic an actual trailer, all products are actual size. A summer 2014 tour
kicked off in June and will continue through the end of the year, with a special stop at the International
Foodservice Distributors Association’s (IFDA) Distribution Solutions Conference in Indianapolis, Indiana this
October.
“We feel strongly that our market needs to see our line of Access products. We want people to understand the
engineering story and how these products are not only innovative but safer and smarter,” said Fred Jevaney,
president of Randall Manufacturing. “Listening to our customers, driving along on deliveries, hearing their
pain-points is how we’ve historically developed new products ; Randall Access walkramps, steps and platforms
are no exception and exemplify our customer-led innovation.”
In 2011, Randall Access began with a line of straight walkramps and a folding walkramp. Its line has grown to
include a narrow straight walkramp, two distinct lift assists, Steps, and a unique side-door Elevated Platform.
“Meeting drivers’ with engineering prowess and the latest manufacturing technologies, is what this product line
is all about” said Chuck Carey, Vice-President of Sales, Randall Manufacturing. “The Randall Access Road
Tour is a strong statement of our confidence in these products and the impact we know they will have on
drivers’ lives.”
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The Road Tour prominently features Randall Access’ latest concept product - The Elevated Platform. A unique
side-door platform literally elevates to the floor, providing a seamless transition to the platform surface. This
new concept provides drivers with a safe transition to the platform without the use of transition plate - which
also allows for full use of the 48” x 52” platform. “The Elevated Platform blends our company’s appetite for
innovation with our mission to design products that deliver safety, speed, and ease of use,” said Jevaney.
“Market availability of the Elevated Platform is expected this October and will be influenced by the feedback
from the Road Tour.”
The Randall Access Road Tour reflects the brand, the mission, the vision of the Randall Access product line.
As regulations, driver safety initiatives, and best practices continue to evolve, the Road Tour will help the
company fully understand the definition of driver delivery success.
Learn more about the Randall Access Road Tour - its stops, videos, and photo gallery at
randallaccess.com/roadtour.
Randall Access also invites the market to follow along with the Road Tour and engage with the company on its
social media channels using #AccessConfidence on Twitter and Facebook. Randall Access produces a line of
straight walkramps, a folding walkramp, steps, and soon platforms. For more information, visit Randall Access’
website, www.randallaccess.com.
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